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1078 STEM FOR BRITAIN 2018
Stephen Metcalfe

★ 1

That this House notes the highly successful STEM for BRITAIN event held in the House on 12 March 2018 under the auspices of the Parliamentary and Scientific Committee; further notes the astonishingly high quality of research displayed; expresses its thanks for the organisations that made this event possible and also sponsored the prizes to the early career researchers from the UK's leading scientific and engineering societies, including the Royal Society of Biology, the Institute of Physics, the Council for the Mathematical Sciences, the Royal Society of Chemistry and the Royal Academy of Engineering; notes the involvement and sponsorship of the Institute of Biomedical Science, the Physiological Society, the Clay Mathematics Institute, the Heilbronn Institute for Mathematical Research and the Warwick Manufacturing Group; recognises the contribution of the Society of Chemical Industry in sponsoring the Westminster Medal; and applauds the work of all scientific societies during National Science Week in seeking to build better links between the science community and all right hon. and hon Members to the benefit of the UK.